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About Stanwell
Stanwell is a Queensland Government
owned energy company.

We are a major provider of electricity to
Queensland, the National Electricity
Market and our large commercial and
industrial customers.
We own and operate Stanwell Power
Station, west of Rockhampton, and the
Tarong power stations and Meandu Mine
near Kingaroy.
Stanwell has a pipeline of renewable energy,
battery storage and renewable hydrogen
projects which will play a key role in
Queensland’s low carbon future.

Feasibility study: 10 MW H2 electrolysis demonstration plant
July 2019 – October 2020
► 10 MW hydrogen demonstration plant at Stanwell Power Station
S tudy received funding from AR E NA as part of AR E NA ’s Advancing R enewables Program

Our
hydrogen
journey

Concept study: hydrogen at scale in Central Queensland
July 2020 – October 2020
► investigation into the potential for developing a large-scale renewable hydrogen industry
in Central Queensland
S tudy received funding from AR E NA as part of AR E NA ’s Advancing R enewables Program

Joint planning study with Iwatani Corporation: CQ-H2 project
November 2020 – August 2021
► planning for a proposed large-scale renewable hydrogen export facility in Gladstone

Joint feasibility study with Consortium: CQ-H2 project
September 2021 – ongoing
► Detailed feasibility study into the development of a large-scale renewable hydrogen
project in Gladstone
S tudy has received confirmation of funding from AR E NA and METI

Hydrogen industry
participation

Pathway to net zero
carbon emissions

Central Queensland as a
renewable hydrogen hub

High quality
jobs

Local manufacturing
opportunities

Integrated supply chain
between CQ and Japan

Target hydrogen pricing
set by off-takers

Scale of the CQ-H2 opportunity in context

Consortium: strategic partnerships across the supply chain
The consortium members have a unique mix of competitive advantages to harness the commercial and strategic potential of this opportunity.
An MOU was executed between the parties in mid September 2021.

Upstream
Renewable energy

Midstream
Hydrogen production

Liquefaction

Downstream
Shipping

Utilisation

Hydrogen supply chain partners
Investor and O&M provider, energy manager
• Energy company owned by Queensland
Government
• Energy generator, retailer and trader with
growing renewable energy portfolio

OEM (liquefaction and shipping)
• Japanese technology company
• HySTRA/HESC member
• OEM for liquefaction and shipping
• Japan Green Innovation Fund

Investor and O&M provider (upstream)
• Energy infrastructure business focusing on
gas transmission
• Growing renewable energy and hydrogen
business

Offtaker, investor
• Japanese power utility
• Leading offtaker in the Kansai region

Investor, O&M provider (liquefaction) and
distribution/offtaker in Japan
• Industrial gas company
• Japan’s largest H2 supplier with 70% market
share
• HySTRA/HESC member
• Secretariat of Kobe-Kansai hydrogen
utilisation council

Offtaker, investor
• Japanese trading company
• HySTRA/HESC member
• Secretariat of Kobe-Kansai hydrogen
utilisation council

The hydrogen opportunity

Total economic impacts

Employment impacts, FTEs

$7.9b
Qld
annual
2,200

Additional Central
Queensland GRP

$4.2b
Qld peak
5,000

CQ
peak
2,000

Rest of
Qld
annual
1,100

CQ
annual
1,100

Total value of
hydrogen exports

$10b
Additional
Queensland GSP

Large-scale, long-term pipeline will drive the CQ jobs and manufacturing opportunity
Renewable energy

Direct jobs

Hydrogen production
Construction

O&M – Stanwell workforce opportunity
Drivers / Enablers:
• Clear mandate and equity funding from government
• Stanwell lead role in CQ-H2 development
• Skills mapping, training and development

Manufacturing /
fabrication /
assembly

Liquefaction

Wind towers / turbines

Electrolyser

Balance of plant

Balance of plant

Drivers / Enablers:
• Long-term secure H2 and
renewables pipeline
• Partnerships with large credible
developers
• Government incentives

Drivers / Enablers:
• Large scale electrolyser
deployment (3000 MW +)
• Long-term partnership with
credible OEM
• Coordinated package of
government incentives

O&M

Feasibility study objectives
Assess and optimise the commercial, technical and strategic viability of the Central Queensland Hydrogen Project.
Identify a preferred Reference Project including scale, location, design, technology selection, cost estimates
Secure offtake agreements for the hydrogen output of the project, to become binding at the FEED stage
Complete project development steps to provide sufficient certainty to enter the FEED stage, including securing energy, land,
water, port and other infrastructure
• Prepare a feasibility study report to support a decision on whether to proceed to the FEED stage.
•
•
•
•

Project timeline
Planning
phase

Feasibility
and FEED

2020 – 2021

2021 – 2022

Final
Investment
Decision

Detailed
design &
early works

2022

2022 – 2024

Construction
2024 – 2026

Commissioning
& start up
2026
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Why hydrogen?
Hydrogen can help tackle various critical energy challenges.
►

Hard-to-decarbonise sectors e.g. shipping, aviation

►

Economies with limited renewable energy e.g. Japan, Korea

Hydrogen is versatile.
►

Multiple applications

Hydrogen can enable renewables to provide an even greater
contribution.
►
►

Source: Bristowe & Smallbone 2021

Electrolysers are a flexible energy load, matching variable renewable
energy
Hydrogen can provide long-term energy storage in high renewable energy
system

Adapted from IEA 2020

Why now?

Source: Marsh 2021

Why Stanwell?

